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Getting Started with Electronic ProjectsPackt Publishing, 2015

	Build thrilling and intricate electronic projects using LM555, ZigBee, and BeagleBone


	About This Book

	
		Get acquainted with fundamental concepts such as tools and circuits required for the projects
	
		Develop stunning cost-effective projects and build your own range of designs including...
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Oscillators Simplified, With Sixty One ProjectsTAB Books, 1987
0 NE OF THE MOST BASIC OF ALL ELECTRONIC CIRCUITS IS THE  oscilator, or signal generator. Virtually all electronics systems incorporate at least one such circuit.

While information on signal generators is not tenibly hard to find, there has been no single source devoted to the oscillator until now.

This book tells you all...
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Telephone Projects for the Evil GeniusMcGraw-Hill, 2008

	Since its inception in 1876, the telephone has captured the imagination of people around the world. From its simple origins, the telephone has evolved from the humble device it once was to the modern cell phone or satellite phone. The telephone has fundamentally and instantaneously changed the human race’s ability to communicate over...
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One Simple Idea: Turn Your Dreams into a Licensing Goldmine While Letting Others Do the WorkMcGraw-Hill, 2011

	Turn your one simple idea into millionsâ€•without lifting a finger!


	“Ever heard of Teddy Ruxpin or Lazer Tag? Both have Stephen Key’s mark on them. He is the Yoda or ‘renting’ ideas for serious passive income. From how-to to war stories, this is a great book.”

	â€•Tim Ferriss, author...
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Understanding the Linux Virtual Memory ManagerPrentice Hall, 2004
Finally, a comprehensive guide to the Linux VM!

VM's behavior affects every Linux kernel subsystem and dramatically impacts overall performance. But until now, there was only one way to understand VM: study the poorly documented source one line at a time. Now there's an easier, faster alternative. This book describes VM in unprecedented...
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Embedded C Programming and the Atmel AVRCengage Learning, 2006

	Enter the world of embedded programming and microcontroller applications! One of the only books available today that uses the increasingly popular and cost-effective Atmel AVR embedded controller as the platform and application for learning, Embedded C Programming and the Atmel AVR, 2E is the perfect choice for novices. Featuring a host of...
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Code Design for Dependable Systems: Theory and Practical ApplicationsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2006
Theoretical and practical tools to master matrix code design strategy and technique
    

    Error correcting and detecting codes are essential to improving system reliability and have popularly been applied to computer systems and communication systems. Coding theory has been studied mainly using the code generator...
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Mastering Unix Shell Scripting: Bash, Bourne, and Korn Shell Scripting for Programmers, System Administrators, and UNIX GurusJohn Wiley & Sons, 2008

	In UNIX there are many ways to accomplish the same task. Given a problem to solve,
	we may be able to get to a solution in any number of ways. Of course, some techniques
	will be more efficient, use fewer system resources, and may or may not give the user
	feedback on what is going on or give more accurate details and more precision to the...
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Practical Python AI Projects: Mathematical Models of Optimization Problems with Google OR-ToolsApress, 2018

	
		Discover the art and science of solving artificial intelligence problems with Python using optimization modeling. This book covers the practical creation and analysis of mathematical algebraic models such as linear continuous models, non-obviously linear continuous models,
		
			and pure linear integer models. Rather than...
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Mastering Autodesk Inventor 2015 and Autodesk Inventor LT 2015: Autodesk Official PressSybex, 2014

	A comprehensive guide to Autodesk Inventor and Inventor LT


	This detailed reference and tutorial provides straightforward explanations, real-world examples, and practical tutorials that focus squarely on teaching Autodesk Inventor tips, tricks, and techniques. The book also includes a project at the beginning to help those...
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Encyclopedia of Educational Psychology (2 Volume Set)Sage Publications, 2008
The field of educational psychology draws from a variety of diverse disciplines including human development across the life span, measurement and statistics, learning and motivation, and teaching. And within these different disciplines, many other fields are featured including psychology, anthropology, education, sociology, public health, school...
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Bionics for the Evil GeniusMcGraw-Hill, 2005
The best-selling Evil Genius format provides hobbyists with a fun and inexpensive way to learn bionics via 25 complete projects. Once the focus of popular 70's TV, bionics (integrating mechanical and electronic materials with living matter) are being used more than ever to replace or repair physiological or anatomical functions or disorders....
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